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School sochl workers are challenged with the responstbHlty to clhicalky assist
studerits to the extent thai they are reedu to lean tn school. Because
social, emotional, and b8havtoral issues inpact studerit readiness to learn,
these issues cketirlg fafl wi.thin the purvle" Of school soctal "ork. However,
rnang schoal sochal workers have a limited anoun± Of tine to spend with stu+
deuts and no doubt strngale to develop and implement servtoes in a. broad,
tindy, and cHnlcaltny ef f iicieut marmer:.

The author has develaped and win describe a method Of school social work
service deliverH that is sustemLc and. can be inplemeuted school-wide. He win
also andyze its ef f lectiveness in accomplishing two goals.. increasing anre-
ness Of social work servtoes and: increasing the stnderit's wll:Iinquess to con-
neat to the school social wother:. This method Of anal:gsts can be dapHcated bu
other interested practi±toners vpauting to measure the ej:fiectiveness Of their
message to`their students. When posirfue results an repHcated, theu can pro-
vide the social worker v¢ith a greater sense Of selfreffireacH as "efl as with evL
dence~based data to share with those who may have other ideas aliouit how a
school sochal vuorker should tie spending his or her tine in the school.

He±i isordss analHsis Of Of:fectiveness, high schooL orlentotlon presonat±qu
school social work

Introduction
According  to  the  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and  Prevention  (CDC;
2016), "many high school students engage in behaviors that place them
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at risk for the leading causes of morbidity and mortality." This statement
is based on the results of the most recent Youth RIsk Behavior Survey
(conducted through the CDC between September 2014 and December
2015). The study surveyed a representative sample of ninth through
twelftb  grade  students  in public  and private  schools throughout the
United States. Following are some of the more disconcerting findings:
During the twelve months before the survey, 29.9 percent of students
nationwide felt so sad or hopeless almost every day for two or more con-
secutive weeks that they stopped doing some usual activities. Nearly 18
percent  seriously  considered  attempting  snicide,  and  most  of  these
(14.60/o)  made  a plan  for  attempting  suicide.  The  same  survey  also
showed that, during the twelve months before the survey, more than 20
percent were burned on school property, 15.5 percent were bullied elec-
tronically, and 22.6 percent reported that they were in a physical fight.
On at least one day during the thirty days before the survey, 16 percent
indicated that they carried a weapon such as a gun, knife, or club in their
community or on school property.

MCManamaro'Brien and coneagues (2011) reported that between 18
and 22 percent of students in the United States have a mental health
problem, roughly half of them do not receive mental health services, and
those who do get help receive it primarily through their school. Kelly and
coneagues (2016) noted that many scholars, legislators, and the School
Social Work Association of America have all called for primary preven-
tion strategies using school-wide interventions and more integrated sys-
temic mental health delivery systems in schools. This would undoubted-
ly help reach more at-risk students, including those believed to be suffer-
ing from undiagnosed and untreated mental health issues.  However,
Kelly and his colleagues also found that, despite such cans to action, most
school social workers clearly and primarily continue to deliver individual
and group counseling services to a specific and narrow population (stu-
dents p^7ith  special education labels  and individualized education pro~
grans [HPs]) and in crisis intervention. These findings and similar flnd-
ings by Avant and Swerdlik (2016) sbow that the unfortunate conse-
quence of this Harrowed focus is that school social workers appear to be
devoting little of their time to prevention and other systemic school~wide
activities.

When students beneve that adults in their school care about their
learning and about them as individuals, there is a sense of connectedness
(Blum, 2005). According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS: 2009), school connectedness is.an important factor in
both health and learning. Information provided to schools by the DHHS
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states that "students who feel cormected are more likely to attend school
regularly, stay in school longer, and have higher grades and test scores
[and they are] less likely to have emotional problems." This cormected-
ness is fostered in part through open communication with school per-
sormel and access to "social services at scbool" (DHHS, 2009).

Another important factor in positive health and academic outcomes is
a positive school climate. Gerlach and Hopson (2013) describe a positive`
school climate  as  a learning environment where  students  feel  "safe,
respected, supported, connected, and engaged" (p.  13). They state that
"one  of  the  significant  contributions  of  recent  educational  reform

research  is  the  importance  of  building  a  positive  school  climate  to
improve student outcomes" (p. 13).

This author encourages other school social workers to implement a
specific school-wide initiative, the Freshman Orientation to School Social
Work (FOSSW) Program, which he developed in 1998. The rnain pur-
pose of the FOSSW Program is to orient students to school social work
services and to enhance student connectedness to the school social work-
er. This is initially accomplished through the effective delivery of a fifty-
five-minute presentation to selected ninth grade classes by a building-
based school social worker describing when, how, and where students
can get help for themselves or a friend. The other aspect of the FOSSW
Program is its Trapid response to students who choose to seek out the

.` school social worker and its imperative that students' sense of connect-
edness depends on the speed of response and how well they are treated
and helped. The FOSSW Program also encourages students to be cog-
nizant of the school climate and to care about it, thus helping to sustain
a positive environment. A focus upon and rapid response to fizz students
benefits the school as well because special needs students and those in
crisis are not the only ones who, through a mental-health related or
other issue, may be or becoine a risk to themselves and/or others.

In€rcasing the Awareness and Perceived Value of School Social
Work

The FOSSW Program is an effective way to increase awareness of school
social work. In addition to providing students with helpful information,
theschoolsocialworkermustdehverthatinformationeffectivelyinorder
to be more completely valued by students. With an adolescent audience,
the school social "orker's particular professional "use of self '' @ewane,
2006) is perhaps more critical than the information prcwlded. Students'
first impression of the school social worker-that encourages them to
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want to seek help for themselves and/or their friends-is formed by their
observations of how the school social worker behaves and interacts with
everyone in the class. Help-seeking behavior seems more apt to be acti-
vated if students can imagine, with a level of hope, that they can be
helped; that they have the freedom and permission to easily and private-
ly access that help; and that they have a basic trust in the person who
seems capable of helping (Barker, 200 7) . The Center for Mental Health in
Schools at the University of California at.Los Angeles (2010) reminds us
that basic trust is the foundational building block of helping relation-
ships. The foHowing excerpt elaborates on the ways to build that trust:

This foundational building block of helping relationships is a pri-
mary intervention concern and, in scbools, requires taking time to
plan and implement strategies to build awareness about and valu-
ing of the available resources. The process requires outreach and
"social marketing." . . . What is being marketed are the messages

that (1) there are mental health concerns tbat schools need to and
should  address,  (2)  there  [are]  programs  and  services  being
offered, (3) what these consist of, (4) their value, (5) assurances of
confidentiality related to clinical services, and ( 6) information that
dariflesthecredibilityofwhoisdoingthework.(CenterforMental
Health, University of California at Los Angeles, 2010, n.p.)

Beauchemin and Kelly (2009, p. 61) stated that "school social work-
ers often conduct their business behind closed doors because much of
their work is confidential .... Even when they are not working in their
offices, school social workers often blend into the fabric of the school cul-
ture, typically working behind the scenes and rardy tahing credit for the
valuable work they perform. "

Conducting a school-wide program exposes the school social worker

::Ltmo:nriys:bosfe;ev:£agt:n:::e=€otr¥£L:¥r°::ec:¥aevsotrh£.]°ebp|:::Spbti:onn-
of that individual among observant students, teachers, and administra-
tors. In any event, ``most experienced school social workers know a great
deal about building relationships using their communication skills. They
know how to fachitate, mediate and negotiate, reframe, and advocate"
(Beauchemin & Kelly, 2009, p. 71). No matter how hesitant the school
social worker may be, Beauchemin and Kelly asserted that new educa-
tional reform movements "encourage more emphasis on delhering pri-
mary prevention services to whole-school student populations rather
than focusing on the students already identified for intensive interven-
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tion."  Increasing the number of  students served by the school social
worker can also increase the number of  school "customers" who are
both helped and grateful for that help. The positive outcomes of these
interventions enhance the image of  school social workers and "make
them invaluable and a necessary asset to their schools" (Beauchemin &
Kelly,  2009,  p.  64).  Conducting  a  school-wide  intervention  like  the
FOSSW Program is a very visible way to showcase the school social work-
er's unique and valuable skills to students as well as to the teachers and
administrators who happen to observe effectively dchvered FOSSW-type
presentations.

Program Relevance to National lnitiatives

The  FOSSW  Program's  goals  are  related  to  a  number  of  important
nationalinitiatives.Theseinclude`federallegislationandpoheyandprac-
tice  roles  for  school  social  workers.  The  reauthorization  of  IDEA
(Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004) describes the use of
response to intervention (RTI) and its framework of multitiered strategies
for preventing and remediating academic difficulties (and as data sources
associated with the  identification  of  special  education  services).  The
broadest of these RTI strategies is universal or school-wide and is referred
to as tier 1. The act further describes tier 2 (for targeted groups) and tier

., 3 interventions (for individual students) .
In their book about RTI and the role of the school social worker, Clark

and Alvarez (2010) stated.that "school social workers have the opportu-
nity to lead efforts to develop school-wide systems that incorporate RE"
practices  that  help  ensure  the  educational  success  of  all  sttidents.
However, Avant (2014) asserted that many school districts continue to
grapple with the implementation of  RTI strategies including imays in
which school social workers can effectively contribute within RTI beyond
the more narrow and more commonly idenffied tier 2 and 3 levels. The
FOSswiprogram(developedbeforethereauthorizationofDEAin2004)
is an initiative intended to serve all students, not just those who are or
may otherwise become identified with disabilities as described in DEA. In
short, the FOSSW Program generally meets the criteria of a tier 1 inter-
vention because it is an instrnctional and prevention-oriented strategy
that is infused in the core curriculum and implemeuted on a school-wide
basis.

According  to  MCManama-O'Brien  and  colleagues  (2011,  p.  98)
"recent  education  reforms,  specifically  strategi.es  in  positive behavior

supports  @BS)  and  social-emotional  leaning  (SEL)  frameworks,  are
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well-suited to school social workers who practice .  .  .  strategies  [that]
emphasize prevention and intervention at early stages . . . with entire
grade levels. " Participants in the FOSSW Program receive instruction on
what they can do if they feel excessively stressed or become concerned for
the well-being of a friend, how to cope with bunies, or what actions they
sbould take if they become aware of an unsafe situation at school. The
U.S. Department of Education's Office of  Special Education Programs
(n.d.) provides a helpful description of PBS. Readers who are not familiar
with  SEL  are  encouraged  to  read  the  article  by  Durlak,  Weissberg,
Dymnicki, and Schellinger (2011).

The  National  Strategu  fior  Suielde  PreveITflon:  Goals  and. Ob}ectises fior
Action (Office of the Surgeon General, 2012, pp.1-2) states that "social
workers . . . can play an important role in suicide prevention [and] sui-
cide prevention should be infused into . . . schools," that "many school-
based programs" attempt to increase "connectedness," and that con-
nectedness is a "key factor that reduces suicide risk." The call to action
further I'ecolnmends  disseminating positive messages to  "help reduce
biases and prejudices associated with mental . . . disorders," indicating
that this can reduce "the barriers to seeking help and provide informa-
tion that will empower individuals to take action -.,. [to] access soul`ces
of support" for themselves. The FOSSW Program as described below has
been a key component of a larger suicide prevention program within the
school  where  it  was  offered  (Ciffone,  2007)  and  is  summarized  in
Jarolmen (2014, pp. 253-254).

The activities of the FOSSW Program exemplify a "school-wide" pro-
gram that provides for a "rapid response to student's needs," as described
in sections 4108 and 1008 of the Iivery Student Succeeds Act (ESSA;
2015). The Every Student Succeeds Act has as one of its provisions an
emphasis  upon  "activities  to  support  safe  and  healthy  students."  It
directs schools to provide "early intervening services, coordinated with
similar activities  and services"  under the Individuals with Disabilities
Educat`ion Improvement Act of 2004 "to prevent and address problem
behavior.':  Section 4108 of ESSA also references violence prevention,
referrals for school-based mental health services, bullying and harass-
ment prevention, and suicide prevention.

Kelly and his colleagues (2016)  described a national school social
work practice model, recently designed and developed (in collaboration
with the School Social Work Association of America) to provide a com-
mon framework for the school social work profession and its .practition-
ers. The model contains three broad practice go.als: to provide effective
mental health services, to promote a positive school climate, and to max-
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imize  access  to  school-based  and  community-based  resources.  The
FOSSW Program is clearly positioned to operationalize all three of these
practice goals.

The FOSSW Program

The FOSSW Program is a school-wide intervention that was designed to
reach and guide all students at a large comprehensive high school in
Illinois. The main purpose of the program is to orient students to school
social work services and to enhance student connectedness to the school
social worker. Part of this connectedness can be accomplished through
the effective delivery of accurate and helpful information about when,
how, and where students can get help for themselves or a friend. As much
as possible this information is provided by school social workers to stu-
dents who are assigned to them. Hence, students can benefit early in
their high school experience from a face-to-face connection with their
school social worker and perhaps imagine themselves talking directly
with him or her. This first interaction can potentially reduce various
imagined barriers and enhance connectedness. Later, if students choose
to seek out the social worker, their sense of connectedness may be sus~
tained by how quickly and how well they are treated and helped.

To ensure that all ninth grade students receive a universal (and fun-
damentally identical) message, the school social work presenters select a
ninth grade class that is a first semester graduation requirement. Prior to
the study described in this article, the FOSSW Program was presented to
ninth graders in September or October of each school year. At the time of
the study the FOSSW Prog.ram had been conducted for more than four
consecutive years and had become universal or systemic as nearly all
ninth through twelfth grade students had been exposed to it. A ten-
question survey was developed to identify and welcome students who
had eurolled subsequent to the FOSSW presentation and to provide them
with i face-to-face introduction to the school social worker assigned to
them.  A  copy  of  the  survey  completed  by  those  new  students  and
reviewed by the school social worker is available from the author.

Approximately sixteen hours were needed to give the fifty-five-minute
presentations to students in sixteen biology classrooms (25-30 students
per  classroom)  for  each  of  the  two  school  social  work practitioners
assigned to the high school. Additional time was needed to coordinate
and schedule the presentations with the teachers; however, this activity
could have been delegated to other school personnel. The time devoted to
this type of school-wide program in similarly sized schools would depend
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on  the  school  social  worker  coverage for those  schools.  The  FOSSW
Program is most effective if the school social worker is present in the
school on a full-time basis and has the explicit support of the principal to
serve aH students in a timely manner.

Following is a listing of the key questions, a sampling of statements
given, and other components of the presentation, which consists of forty
Powerpoint slides. The slide numbers  associated with each  question,
statement,  or component are shown in parentheses.  (All the Power-
Point slides and an electronic version of the transcript of the presen~
tation  message  used  in  the  study  can  be  obtained  at  http://jerry
ciffone.com/fossw.)

1.  Question (slide 1): How many of you know who I am and have a
pretty good idea of what I do here? Commentary: Sometimes bad
things happen to someone who has everything going weH and if
that happens they may need help from someone like me. In fact,
nine out of ten who meet me did not predict during a session like
this that they would be in my office one day while they were a
student here.

2.  First  effort  to  destigmatize  mental  illness  and  help-seeking
behavior by showing a normative list of situations for which stu-
dents seek help from a school social worker (slide 2).

3.  Referral sources including encouragement for students to self-
refer (slide 2).

4.  Question (slide 2): In looking at this hast what do you think is a
concern for most students when they think about going to see a
social worker at school?

5.  Discussion of confidentiality parameters (slide 3),
6.  True/false questions for use by students to measure how well

they understand the'9information presented thus far (slide 4).
7. . Ways in which students often receive help from the school social

worker (slide 5).
8.  General school social work goals (typically developed in a collab-

orative meeting between school social worker and students) for
all students seeking help from the school social worker (slide 6).

9.  Delineation of situations in which a student should seek out the
school social worker as opposed to the guidance counselor (snde
7).

10.  Photos of the entrance to the student support center and the sec-
retary who would normally greet a student who does not have an
appointment, as well as general questions the secretary would
ask the student (slides 8-9).
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11.  Photo of the inside of the school social worker's office with a
summary of how the first contact might unfold among the stu-
dent,  the friend who might accompany the  student,  and the
school social worker (slide 10).

12.  Commentary (slide 10): Hopefulness is instilled by the following
statement from the school social worker: "Most of the time I am
able to help out a student who has a problem within one to three
sessions."

13.   Question (slide 11): What do you think are the most common
problems I deal with here? (second effort to destigmatize mental
illness and help-seeking behavior).

14.  Examples of different conflict situations between students (slide
12).

15.   True story of a high school student who was killed in a fist fight
in school (slide 13).

16.  Question (slides 14-21): How often does a student die as a result
of a physical confrontation.with another student at school in the
USA?  To  dramatically  demonstrate  the  prevalence  of  these
events, students are shown seven consecutive sHdes (15-21) list-
ing the victims' names, schools, and dates of fatalities.

17.  Question (slide 22): Why do students fight?
18.  Defiuttion of bully behavior (slide 23).
19.  Government findings about school shootings (slide 24).
20.  True story of the suicide of a boy who was victimized by fellow

students (slide 25)`.
21.  Question (slide 26): Why do students bully others?
22.  What to do if bully behavior is withessed (slides 2 7-30).
23.  Options for a student who is being bulked, including the school

social worker's  typical response to a self-referral or to  a con-
cerned friend of someone who is being bullied (slide 31).

24.  Bully behavior and social media (slide 32).
25-:Amessagetostudentswhohavebulliedorarecurrentlybullying

another person (slide 3 3).
26.  How the school social worker would likely address a conflict situ-

ation between tiro students (sHde 34).
27.  Other reasons why students utilize the school social work office

(slide 34).
28.  How the school social worker wo~uld address student disclosures

of conflicts with parents (slide 3 5).
29.  How  to  respond  to  an  unsafe  situatioh  at  school  (slide  36).

Commentary: This school will remain a safe place to learn lf we
all look out for each other.
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30.  Freedom to self-refer, ease of access to the school social worker,
and respect for the student's right to privaey are reemphasized
(slide 37).

31.  Summary of main talking points (slide 38).
32.  Question (slide 39): How many of you feel like you know who I

am and have a pretty good idea of what I do here?
33.  Question and answer period (slide 40).

Survey of the Effectiveness of the FOSSW Program

The study utilized a six-question pen-to-paper survey that was preap-
proved by an on-site school administrator. It was conducted in the fall of
2012 at the large comprehensive high school where the author and a
female scbool social work colleague worked. The purpose of the study
was to evaluate the effectiveness of the FOSSW presentation (by a male
and female school social worker) for uninformed students as well as stu-
dents who aiready had undesirable attitudes about seeking help from the
school social worker.  "Uninformed students"  describes  those  who,  at
baseline, were unaware of who the school social worker was as well as
when and how he or she could be helpful. "Undesirable attitudes" refer to
an unwillingness to seek help from the school sbcial worker for them-
selves or their friends even when intervention seemed indicated. A total
of 3 1 8 students `were included in the study. Students who were included
in the study were required to (1) complete the survey the day before the
presentation, (2 ) attend a presentation by either presenter A or presenter
8 during their ninth grade biology class, (3) complete the second survey
between seven and eleven days after the presentation,  (4) provide the
same demographic data on both surveys, and (5) be enroned in the first
yearofhighschool.Toobtainthelargestsamplepossible,acontrolgroup
was not a part of the study design. Unfortunately, the initial sample size
of approximately 46 8 was reduced considerably by student absences and
by the'ifailure of one teacher to conduct the second survey within the
approvedtimeframe.Table1describesparticipantsbypresenterandgen-
der.

Table 1.     Gender of students by presenter

Presenter                         Males              Females               Tota I

Presenter A                       89                       92                      181
Presenter B                         66                        71                       137
Total                                       155                      163                      318
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The survey conducted the day before the presentation toretest survey)
is shown in Figure 1. This first survey served as a baseline measurement
of student knowledge levels and attitudes. Qtiestions 1, 2, 3, and 6 refer to
whether the student was informed or uninformed about the role and
availability of the school social worker, and questions 4 and 5 refer to
whether the student held a desirable or undesirable attitude about help
seeking. Students were asked to provide demographic data about them-
selves so that a second post-test survey could be matched with the first to
ensure that inclusionary factors were satisfied. To increase the likelihood
of greater compliance and honesty in responses, students were instructed
not to include their names on the survey. All students then received the
same message from one of the tiro presenters. Students were given a sec-
ondsurveybetweensevenandelevendaysafterattendingtheFOSSWpre-
sentation. This time period varied because students attended the presen-
tation on a staggered basis and due to scheduling conflicts they complet-
ed the second survey on different days. Figure 2 shows the second survey.

Results

Student responses were tabulated using Microsoft Excel 2010. Table 2
shows the number (n) of students who gave no responses (uninformed or
undesirable) to each question during the baseline period and their pro-

..portion  ®ercentage)  of  the total populaLtion  (N). The baseline results
revealed that

1.   84 percent did not know the name of their assigned school social
rmrker

2.   39 Percent did not kriow if/when they should see their guidance
counselor or their school social worker

3.   36 percent did not know what information disclosed by a student
may be kept confidential versus what information may not be kept`confidential

4.  26 percent would not encourage a troubled friend to meet with a
school social rmrker

5 .  40 percent would not try to meet with their school social worker if
they were troubled

6.   79 percent would not know how to set up a meeting with their
school social worker

Table 2 provides the percentages by gender at baseline for questions 2
through 6 and indicates whether the differences are significant (shown
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Figure 1.     Pre-test student survey

Anonymous Survey

Today's date -LL_ Birth date -LL_ Gender
Class periods ..+_ Teacher

1.  I know the name of the social worker I am assigned to here at _ High
School. (Please do not ask anyone who that might be.)
_Yes   _ NO

2,   I know when I should see my guidance counselor and when it may be better for
me to see my social worker.
_Yes   _NO

3,   I know what things I might tell my social worker that he/she can keep a secret
versus what he/she must report to others.
_Yes   _NO

4.   If I have a friend who is really unhappy, sad, scared, confused, angry, etc.  at
school I would encourage himther to see their social worker if I didn't think i
could help them.
_Yes   _NO

5.   If I had a serious problem and I was really unhappy, sad, scared, confused,
angry, etc.  at school I would  probably try to set up a  meeting with my social
worker.
_Yes   _NO

6.   If I decided to talk to my social worker I know how tQ set up a meeting with
himther.
_Yes   _NO

Thank you for completing this Survey.  ©

as p values) or not significant qus) using a chi square calculator (Social
Science Statistics, n.d.). Two significant gender differences were noted at
baseline. Males, to a larger degree, indicated (through question 3 ) knowl-
edge o.f information that may or may not be kept confidential. Females
indicated  (through  question  4)  a  greater willingness  than  males  to
encourage a friend to meet with a school social worker.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the data analysis. It compares the
tabulation of  yes/no responses for the pre-test and post-test surveys,
questions 2 through 6. Tb quantify and analyze the data the responses
were assigned a number (0 = no and 1 = yes). The analysis focused on the
change in average values between the pre-test ftyaseline) and the post-test
response totals and on whether the data reflect identical populations
(shown as p values). Numerical data on the pre/Post responses for each
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Figure 2.     Post-test student survey

Anonymous Survey

Today`s date I_/_ Birth date -LJ_ Gender
Class periods I_ Teacher

1.  I listened to a presentation about social wo,rk from _ [Presenter A]
[Presenter 8],

_ I was absent from Biology on the day of histher presentation,
2.   I know when I should see my guidance counselor and when it may be better for

me to see my social worker.
_Yes   _NO

3.   I  know what things I might tell my social worker that he/she can keep a secret
versus what he/she must report to others.
_Yes   _NO

4,   If I  have a friend who is really unhappy, sad, scared, confused, angry, etc.  at
school I would encourage him/her to see their social worker if I didn't think I
could help them.
_Yes   _NO

5.   If I  had a serious problem and I was really unhappy, sad, scared, confused,
angry, etc, at school I would probably try to set up a meeting with my social
worker.
_Yes   _NO

6,   lf I decided to talk to my social worker I know how to set up a meeting with
himther.
_Yes   _NO

Thank you for completing this .survey.  ®

Table 2.    Numbers, percentages (both genders), and differences by gender
of students who responded negatively at pretest (baseline)

Question
n/N,

Proportion
Males
Females

p value

question are also provided. The total group was further analyzed by gen-
der and by presenter. Tables 4 and 5 give the subset results in the same
format for presenters A and 8 @oth genders).
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Table 3.    Summary of pre-test and post-test responses by question (analysis
of total population

Question                                       2                     3                     4                     5                     6
Average pretest
Average posttest
p value
Remained 0 (no)
Remained  1  (yes)
Changed 0 to  1
Changed  1  to 0
No response
Total  responses

1.6                        1.6                        1.7                        1.6                        1.2

2                           2                            1.8                       1.8                       1.9

.0001               .0001               .0036              .0001               .0001
7                  28                  45

204                .  211                     185

35

Table 4,    Analysis of presenter A population

Q uestion                                       2                     3                     4                     5                     6
Average pretest
Average posttest
p value
Remained 0 (no)
Remained  1  (yes)
Changed 0 to  1
Changed  1  to 0
No response
Total responses

1,6                         1.6                1.7                         1.6                         1.2

2                           2                   1.8                      1,8                      1.9

.0001               .0001       .0278              ,0001               .0001
3                     3            20                   29

107                       115              116                       101

69                 62           30                 48
2                        0             15                        3
0100

181                       181              181                        181

Table 5.    Analysis of presenter B population

19

42
118

1

1

181

Question                                         2      +                3                       4                       5                       6

Avera ge pretest
Average posttest
p value
Remained 0
Remaine`d  1
Changed 0 to  1
Changed  1  t6 0
No response
Total responses

1,6

2
.6ool

1,6               1.8                        1,6                        1,2

2                     1]9                         1.9                         1]9

.0001       ,0203              .0001               ,0001
4816

89           95                 84
44           24                 33
083
021

137            137                     137

Interpretation of Results
The purpose of the study was to determine whether the FOSSW Program
helped students to understand the role of the school social worker, how
school social workers can be helpful to the student and others, and if the
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program influenced students to consider seeking help if necessary. It was
hoped that the results of the study would show that, in addition to stu-
dents  becoming significantly more finiliar with the function  of  the
school social worker, the pretest and posttest would demonstrate a signif-
icantly  greater  willingness  to  connect  with  the  school  social  worker
when needed.

Table 3  provides evidence of  statistically significant change in the
desired direction for questions  2  through  6  for the total population.
Tables 4 and  5  provide evidence of  significant change in the desired
direction ty each presenter for the same questions.

Question 1 was not analyzed because there was not an exactly com-
parable response in the post survey. Its only value is to show (in table 2)
the  proportion  of  undesirable  responses  in  the  baseline.  However,
because 3 1 7 of 318 students accurately identified the name of the pre-
senter from among two choices, it is assumed that the shift (from 266
not knowing much, if anything, about who their school social worker
was at baseline to 31 7 knowing who he/she was at posttest) is extreme-
ly significant. In other words, only 16 percent said they knew who their
school  social  worker  was  at  baseline  compared  to  99.9  percent  at
posttest.

The averages provided in tables 3-5 demonstrate the presence of an
overan shift in attitude in all of the targeted areas. The difference in the
`percentages between pretest and posttest is noticeable for each question.
Because of the noticeable change, a z-test using the z score calculator for
2 population proportions (Social Science Statistics, n.d.) was conducted
to determine if the above differences were statistically significant. The p
values were all less than 0.05, indicating that both presenters signifi-
cantly affected students' responses.

The total group was further analyzed by gender and by presenter to
determine whether the gender of the presenter affected the students and
whether the  gender of  the student was  a factor in how each  group
resporidedtothepresentation.Theresultswerethesamedespitethegen-
der of the presenter for all questions. Therefore, the gender of the pre-
senters was not a factor in the student responses to the survey. A separate
analysis was conducted to determine how each gender responded to the
presentation. Both genders in both presenter subsets showed statistically
significant change in the desired direction for all questions. The only
exception to this finding was that for question 4 the males in both pre-
senter subsets did not show statistically significant change. The signifi-
cant pre-test gender difference between male arid female willingness to
refer or accompany a friend to the school social worker was a probal]le
factor in this single disappointing outcome.
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Tables 3-5 provide additional information in the form of counting the
changes or absence of changes in the student responses. Changes are
noted as remained 0 (no), remained 1 (yes), changed 0 (no) to 1 (yes),
and changed 1 (yes) to 0 (no). The COUNIIF function in Excel 2010 was
used to count the responses that had and had not changed. In each ques-
tion the number of students changing from a 0 to a 1 (no to yes) was sig-
nificantly greater tban the number of those who changed from a 1 to a 0
(yes to no). It is also noteworthy that for each question the number of
students who changed in the desired direction (0 to 1) was much higher
than the number who maintained an undesirable response (0 to 0).

Implications

According to table 2, far too many students in the cohort were unin-
formed about the role and availability of the school social worker and
possessed undesirable  attitudes  about seeking help from school social
workers upon their arrival from middle school. The author believes that
it is important for students to know who their school social worker is
(question  1),  circumstances that help them to delineate who to go to
(question 2), and how to access their school social.worker (question 6).
This kncwledge reduces the likelihood that they will ask a friend, teacber,
or other school staff if or how they should go about getting help from the
School social worker for themselves or a friend. It provides a level of inde-
pendence and hence a lewil of privaey. Asking for such information could
prompt many unwonted questions and could also cause the student to be
dissuaded by ffiends, teachers, or other school staff who might prefer to
counsel the student on their own.

According  to  the  results  of  this  study,  the  FOSSW  presentation
reduced the undesirable attitudes and increased awareness levels to a sta-
tistically significant degree. Moreover, two different presenters (one male
and one female) had nearly the same positive impact upon'the students.
This suggests that the message and language are at least as effective as
the messenger. This finding would also suggest that other school social
workers who deliver the same message can Hkely achieve sihilar positive
results if they convey by their tone and body language the level of friend-
liness, respect, attentiveness, patience, sensitivity, understanding, confi-
dence,andgenuineregard,forexample,thatatroubledteenseekinghelp
would expect from a clinician. These same characteristics are important
in building rapport and trust on a one-to-one basis in the school social
worker's office. The right person giving the wrong message or the wrong
person giving the right message carries the obvious risk of dissuading
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students from seeking help.  Subsequent presentations are likely to be
effective if students hear the right message from someone they can trust
to be able to help them or their friends.

Increased knowledge or a change in attitudes (as evidenced by the
FOSSW Program study) can be an important first step, but may still be
insufficient to produce help-seeking behavior  (Petty & Brinol,  2010).
Nevertheless, in the thro higb schools where the FOSSW Program has
been offered, well more than 20 percent of the total student population
has had direct contact with their school social worker and by far the
largest percentage  of  students  seen have been self-referred. This was
observed in the 2012-2013 school year in the wake of this study, as well
as in every other school year that the FOSSW Program has been in eris-
tence. In fact, the FOSSW Program seems to have a rather long history of
effectiveness. An unpubHshed study in 2 000 of approrrimately 4 5 0 ninth
graders, conducted by Ciffone and Locke (n.d.), showed that 85 percent
indicated that the presentation helped them become more aware of situ-
ations in which school social work services may be avaflable. The study
also showed that 92. 5 percent indicated an increased willingness to seek
social work services as a result of the FOSSW presentation.

Some may question whether students might abuse the freedom and
seek out the school social worker solely to avoid an academic class; how-
ever,  this rarely occurred.  Conversely,  efforts by students to  see their
school social worker during class were almost always justified. Although
there were a very few students who attempted to misuse this freedom,
these students, were quickly identified andutn a case by case basis-
alternative arrangements were made so that their time with the school
social worker was more genuine and more productive. In fact, the author
surmises`that there are less.histrionics, acting out behavior, other atten-
tion-seeking behaviors, and intermittent chaos, for example, when stu-
dents do not have to clamor for an adult to notice and refer or obtaln
adult permission to see the school social worker. All in all, student self-
referral for help is a highly desirable pattern of behavior. It has been the
author's .observation  that  in  most  cases  self-referring  students,  as
opposed to those who were referred by an adult, were present of their
own  voHtion  and  were  generally  motivated  to  achieve  some  type  of
insight or change in their situation. Moreover,  self-referrals  occurred
both earlier and at a more critical or pertinent time than referrals initiat-
ed by a concerned or observant adult or team of adults. Other tradition-
al referral methods have been used at the high school, but this model-
in which motivated students access services in a direct, unencumbered,
and timely manner-seems to be both efficient and clinically effective.
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Limitations of the Study

This study was conducted within a large comprehensive high school (of
apprexinately  2,750  students)  situated  in  a  socioeconolnically  and
racially diverse suburban community. Therefore,  the results may not
generalize to other settings.  Furthermore,  a convenience  sample was
used.  Although  the  students  in  the  sample  were  already  randomly
assigned to a class during the registration process, the sample was not a
true random selection of students from within the entire ninth grade. In
an effort to maximize the size of the sample, the design did not include a
control or comparison group. Having a separate control group might
have added more rigor to the design because it could have nininrized
alternative explanations for the results. However, no other presentations
related  to  school  social  work  were  delivered  to  the  biology  classes
between the first and second surveys; therefoie, a control group would
not likely yield much if any additional information.

The post survey was conducted seven to eleven days after the presen-
tation. A second post survey leas not conducted: therefore, the sustain-
ability of positive change was not measured. Moreover, the assertion that
the program presentation may be effective, as evidenced by the positive
results-increased knowledge or a positive change .in attitudes-may be
insufficienttoproducethedesiredhelp-seekingbehaviorinthefollowhg
weeks, months, br years.

There may be a number of possible explanations for the nonsignifi-
cant results among males for question 4 by both presenters. Males, as
shown in table 2, were siinificantly less likely than females to refer a
friend to the school social worker. Some of this can be explained by the
differences`in the way caregiving and concern for others are socialized in
males and females within the dominant culture in America. It is possible
that the wording of the quf stion did not identify more urgent circum-
stances  that  would  have  elicited  the  desirable  response  from  males.
Perhaps this outcome occurred with males because the question lacked
assurances that their friend would not get in trouble or not be upset with
them because of the referral. It is suggested that a subsequent survey
should contain a diffetently worded question pertaining to getting a dis-
tressed ffiend connected with the school social worker. Unfortunately a
test run of the survey was not conducted. However, a future survey test-
ed on a foous grotip of males who Were not intended to be included in the
cohort might offer a more urgent and/or reassuring wording for that
question. In view of the aforementioned suppositions, future presenta-
tions could integrate a message that might more effectively address and
counter a male's fear-based inner dialogue to not get inwolvedriome-
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thing that would also emphasize that their passivity could have serious
consequences for their friend.

Con€]usion

The results of this study show evidence that the FOSSW Program (with
its self-referral emphasis and its rapid response to such self-referrals by
the buflding-based school social worker) has the potential to be a highly
effective school-wide program for schobls concerned with a more robust
implementation  of  RTI,  PBS,  SEL,  the  National  Strategy  for  Suicide
Prevention, and/or ESSA. Statistically significant change in the desired
direction was shown for all of the targeted areas following presentations
by two different presenters (with the exception of males for question 4).
The results also show an unacceptably high baseline level of uninformed
students and students with undesirable attitudes about seeking help from
the school social worker. It is assumed that these findings typify the level
of knowledge and attitudes of most incoming ninth graders. This, as well
as the positive effects of the FOSSW Program presentation, demonstrates
the importance of and need for continued presentations of this type to
incoming ninth graders.

According to Kelly and colleagues (2016) a inaj`ority of school social
workers rely on and/or prefer to implement prevention and intervention
strategies  that' are  evidence based.  Prior to this  study there were no
known evidence-based data on the effectiveness of an orientation to the
school social work services program.  It is  hoped that this  study will
prompt other school social workers (even those at the middle or upper
elementary school level) to either copy the FOSSW Program or to devel-
op their own version and assess its fidelity using similar methods.

In summary, the implementation of the FOSSW Program is a very
practicable time-limited a=ctivity that can effectively augment a school
social work practice. The FOSSW Program has been shown to be benefi-
cial to students; as such, it could be beneficial to the school. Its imple-
mentation may also give the school social worker a greater sense of per-
sonal efficacy, showcase his or her unique and valuable skills, and satisfy
those wishing to see school social workers conducting a useful and help-
fur evidenced-based school-wide intervention.
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